
Beauty 811 

Chapter 811: Back To The Qin Residence 

     

Mo Shan immediately put on the air as an older sister and pulled the blanket hard from Qin Yu's 

grasp.      

She saw Qin Yu curled up like a pitiful kitten, her face full of tears.      

Mo Shan immediately became anxious and threw the blanket away. She sat down next to Qin Yu and 

lifted her up. "Qin Yu, what happened? Why are you crying?"      

"I-I- I'm fine." Qin Yu sobbed and lay back down, pulling the blanket over her.      

Mo Shan quickly pulled down the blanket, which almost covered Qin Yu's head. "Fine, if you don't want 

to tell me, then don't, but you can't cover yourself up like this. I won't ask about it, okay? Can you calm 

down?"      

Her tone sounded like she was coaxing a little child, but Qin Yu liked it. She nodded obediently. "Okay, I 

won't cover myself with a blanket."      

Mo Shan sighed. Although she asked just now, she could tell with her toes that it must have been an 

argument with Liang Jiahao.      

Otherwise, with Qin Yu's strong personality, how could she have cried like this?      

After Mo Shan got on the bed, she could also feel Qin Yu's slightly trembling body next to her. How 

heartbroken was Qin Yu that she couldn't even bear it?      

The next day, at dawn, Hou Fen knocked on the door. Mo Shan opened the door and Hou Fen looked 

into the room. She asked quietly, "Did Qin Yu go back last night?"      

Mo Shan shook her head. "No. They may have fought last night. Don't mention Liang Jiahao's name in 

front of her."      

Hou Fen pouted. "Alright, I understand."      

Qin Yu's luggage was in her own room. Hou Fen didn't dare to go to Qin Yu's room alone because she 

was afraid that Liang Jiahao might still be there.      

Mo Shan turned to Qin Yu, "Qin Yu, your luggage is in your room. Liang Jiahao might still be there, so it's 

not good if we go in. You go ahead, we'll wait for you here."      

Qin Yu glanced at the room card on the table and grunted.      

After all, she didn't want other women to see Liang Jiahao sleeping shirtless.      

Not even Mo Shan and Hou Fen!      

Qin Yu took the card and left the room. When she reached the door of her own room, she suddenly 

stopped and took a deep breath before opening the door with the card.      



With a restless heart, she took one step after another. She thought she would see Liang Jiahao, but the 

room was empty. She couldn't even see his shadow.      

Qin Yu looked in the bathroom and finally confirmed that Liang Jiahao was no longer there. She sighed in 

frustration.      

Maybe... He must have left last night.      

Qin Yu took out her luggage. Seeing that Hou Fen and Mo Shan were already standing at the door 

waiting for her, she looked towards the elevator and said expressionlessly, "Let's go."      

When Mo Shan and Hou Fen left, they deliberately looked at the door of Qin Yu's room and felt pity in 

their hearts.      

Qin Yu came out so quickly. It must be because she didn't see Liang Jiahao.      

Just how long would these two     

last?      

A week later, Qin Yu finally finished her month-long heavy schedule and returned to Imperial City.      

Leaving the airport, Qin Yu saw Zou Juan waiting at the entrance.      

When Zou Juan saw her, he ran over excitedly. "Miss Qin, we meet again. Did you have a hard time 

during this one month?"      

Qin Yu was not in a good mood after last week. She nodded while handing over her luggage to him. 

Then, she opened the car door and got in.      

Zou Juan put the luggage in the trunk and got into the car.      

He had just started the car when Qin Yu's voice, which was neither warm nor cold, sounded behind him. 

"I will trouble you to take me back to my home. Thank you."      

"What?"      

Zou Juan immediately turned off the engine and looked at Qin Yu frantically. "I cannot do that. Miss Qin, 

Young Madam has instructed me to pick you up and drive you to President Liang's house. They are 

waiting for you there."      

Back to Liang Jiahao?     𝔫𝑜𝒱𝔢𝐥𝐔𝗌𝓑.𝒸𝑶𝔪 

Qin Yu snorted coldly in her heart. She guessed that Liang Zixuan had come up with the idea of being a 

peacemaker.      

Qin Yu's heart ached as she thought of Liang Jiahao's reluctant expression.      

"It's alright, I haven't seen my parents for a long time. Take me to the Qin Residence." Qin Yu said 

firmly.      

Zou Juan was just a driver. Although Han Yuanjun and Liang Zixuan treated him well, he would never be 

able to disobey them.      



He could not make up his mind at the moment and wanted to try again. "Miss Qin, Young Madam has 

been waiting for you for a long time and has cooked many dishes for you. She is waiting for you to go ba-

"      

"Are you going to drive or not?" Qin Yu's temper flared up as she said coldly, "If you don't want to drive 

me there, then I'll get out and take a taxi!"      

Qin Yu opened the door. Zou Juan was taken aback and immediately said, "I'm going! I'm going! Miss 

Qin, wherever you want to go, I will send you there."      

There was no other way. He could not let Qin Yu take a taxi back, could he?      

If Liang Zixuan knew about this, she would definitely blame him.      

Qin Yu withdrew her hand from the door handle and leaned sluggishly against the seat. "Then drive. 

Take me back to my home."      

Zou Juan sighed and could only drive the car to the Qin Residence.      

Qin Yu arrived at the entrance of the Qin Residence. She didn't wait for Zou Juan to get out of the car. 

Instead, she went to the trunk to get her luggage before dragging it toward the door.      

She suddenly thought of something and stopped. She said to Zou Juan, "Tell my aunt that I'm tired. I 

haven't seen my parents for a long time, that's why I want to come back here."      

Zou Juan nodded and watched Qin Yu enter the mansion before going home to report with a sad 

expression on his face.      

Qin Yu took out the key she hadn't used in a long time, opened the door, and stood in the hallway. She 

wanted to change her slippers, but when she looked do     

wn, she realized that her slippers were nowhere to be found.      

This Lin Xiu!      

Did her mother really think she was married?!      

Even her slippers were thrown away!      

So angry!      

"Auntie Jia!" Qin Yu shouted from the doorway. "Auntie Jia, where are my slippers? Did you throw them 

away?"      

When Lin Xiu heard the sound, she immediately got up from the sofa and ran to the hallway. Sure 

enough, she saw Qin Yu standing at the door with luggage placed beside her feet.      

Lin Xiu wasn't only surprised, she even asked Qin Yu in confusion, "Why are you back?"      

Chapter 812: Has His Conscience Been Eaten By Dogs 

     



Qin Yu puffed out her cheeks and said angrily, "Can't I go home? Mom, your daughter is not married yet, 

she can't go home?"      

Lin Xiu had raised Qin Yu, so how could she not know Qin Yu's temperament?      

Qin Yu went home immediately after returning to the city. She must have suffered a lot at Liang Jiahao's 

place and now, she was taking out all her anger on her!      

"Yes, of course!" Lin Xiu shook her head and bent down to open the shoe closet. She rummaged through 

the closet and finally found Qin Yu's slippers, placing them on Qin Yu's feet. "Of course, you can come 

back."      

Qin Yu put on her slippers and dragged her luggage inside. "I want to stay at home for a few more 

days."      

Lin Xiu stood up and walked behind Qin Yu. "How many days do you want to stay here?"      

Qin Yu put down her luggage and glared at Lin Xiu. "Mom, are you my mother or not? Everyone else's 

parents are desperate for their children to stay at home for a few more days, but why do I feel like you 

are kicking me out?"      

The corner of Lin Xiu's mouth twitched in embarrassment. "It's fine if you want to stay for a few more 

days. Call Jiahao to come too and you can stay as long as you want. I have no objections."      

Liang Jiahao.      

Liang Jiahao!      

What Qin Yu couldn't stand now was his name.      

Zou Juan liked this earlier, and now Lin Xiu was the same. Everywhere she went, people always wanted 

to drag Liang Jiahao into this.      

"Mom, Liang Jiahao must be your own son, right? Instead of asking how I am, you asked about him. How 

could I be compared to him in your heart?"      

Lin Xiu's heart pounded when she saw Qin Yu's angry face.      

It didn't look like a fight, but a breakup!      

Qin Yu was furious. She picked up her luggage again and walked towards the door. "Since you didn't 

welcome me, then I won't stay here anymore. I'll go to a hotel. I'll buy my own house!"      

Lin Xiu saw that Qin Yu was serious this time and didn't look like she was trying to scare her.      

Immediately, she clung to Qin Yu's luggage in fear. "I didn't mean it like that! Qin Yu, don't be angry with 

your mother. Your mother loves you the most. If you want to stay, then stay. You can stay as long as you 

want."      

Qin Yu stopped and looked at Lin Xiu coldly. "Really?"      

Lin Xiu nodded seriously. "It's true. My words are more genuine than real gold!"      



Qin Yu smiled, but it was an ugly smile. "Since you're so sincere, I'll reluctantly stay here."      

Ouch!      

Lin Xiu's heart ached when she saw Qin Yu's ugly smile.      

How could her radiant daughter show such a smile?      

How much bitterness did she feel in her heart for her to smile like that?      

Lin Xiu allowed Auntie J     

ia to take Qin Yu's luggage upstairs. She personally cut a plate of fruit for Qin Yu and then sat down 

beside her.      

Even though Lin Xiu knew she shouldn't be asking this now, she still couldn't help it.      

It came from a mother's concern for her daughter.      

"Qin Yu, d-did you and Liang Jiahao fight?"      

Qin Yu put the fruit in her mouth. After chewing on it, she pretended not to care and said, "We are not 

fighting."      

Lin Xiu heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. The moment this sigh came out of her mouth, it was taken 

back by Qin Yu's next sentence.      

"We just broke up."      

"B-broke up?!" Lin Xiu was surprised. Her heart hurt so much!      

Why did his handsome and friendly son-in-law suddenly fall out of love?      

Her heart couldn't take it anymore.      

Lin Xiu became more and more anxious. "Why did you two break up? Did you say it or did he say it?"      

Qin Yu suppressed the pain in her heart and laughed nonchalantly, "Who else if not him? There is no 

room for discussion in this matter, we just broke up."      

"How could he break up with you!" Lin Xiu felt that Qin Yu was a worthy woman, and she was so angry 

with Liang Jiahao.      

Qin Yu was the only daughter of the Qin Family. She had been living with Liang Jiahao for so long, and 

now Liang Jiahao suddenly said he wanted to break up?      

Lin Xiu was so blind to let Qin Yu go directly to Liang Jiahao!      

"No, I have to ask him if his conscience has been eaten by dogs. I can't believe he mentioned breaking 

up with you! I'm going to break his legs!"      

Lin Xiu stood up after she finished speaking and aggressively walked around the tea table to the door.      



Qin Yu quickly stood up and restrained her back. "Mom, don't be like this! I have already lost face for 

this. If you go and cause me trouble, won't I have to deal with him later? Can you think about me a 

little?"      

Lin Xiu was angry, but she felt that what Qin Yu said made sense.      

But if she left this matter alone, she would be very unwilling.     𝗇𝔬𝑽𝗲𝓵𝓊𝗌𝒷.𝗰𝗈𝕞 

"Qin Yu, if we leave this matter like this, aren't we letting it go too easily? In any case, we have to tell 

him that breaking up with you is the worst decision he's ever made in his life!"      

Qin Yu pulled Lin Xiu to the sofa and sat down with her. Then she fed the fruit to Lin Xiu.      

Lin Xiu glanced at the sliced fruit and pushed the fork away impatiently. "Qin Yu, I'm talking to you. Did 

you hear me?"      

"I heard." Qin Yu put down her fork and lazily leaned back on the sofa. "Mom, I think I really inherited 

you in this aspect. Tell me, what good ideas do you have?"      

Lin Xiu was a famous woman from a famous family. She grew up under the protection of her parents 

before marrying Qin Shao     

qiang and dealing with other women who tried to covet her husband. She had never dealt with breaking 

up matter.      

Before Qin Shaoqiang, she did not even have a boyfriend.      

Lin Xiu thought seriously for a long time, but could not find a solution. Suddenly, the phone on the 

counter next to the sofa rang. She picked it up. "Hello, this is the Qin Residence. May I ask who you are 

looking for?"      

Liang Jiahao's soft voice came over the phone, "Mom..."      

"Who is your mother!" When Lin Xiu heard his voice, her feathers stood on end, like an old hen 

protecting her cub. "Didn't you break up with my daughter? What do you want by calling me?"      

Chapter 813 She’s Busy Looking At The Photos Of Her Future Husband 

Liang Jiahao, who was on the other end of the phone, was obviously unfamiliar with this tone. The 

woman who was usually gentle and kind when she saw him, and called him son-in-law with a smile, 

actually had a wild side!          

Lin Xiu saw that Liang Jiahao didn't say anything, so she raised her chin and arrogantly said, "Since you 

two have broken up, I'll send someone to get Qin Yu's belongings from your house. If you've time, pack 

them up."      

"Mom, I don't want those things anymore. Let him throw them away." Qin Yu said from the side.      

Lin Xiu looked at Qin Yu and felt that she was right.      

It's not that they lacked money. They just need to buy new clothes, shoes and the like.      

"Forget it, Qin Yu said she doesn't need them. You can throw them away!"      



"In the future, don't call us or look for us. Oh yes, I forgot to tell you that now that you've broken up, 

that means my daughter is a free agent. Many of my friends have come here to introduce their sons to 

us. From tomorrow, I will arrange blind dates for her every day. I do not believe that Qin Yu will not be 

able to find a better man than you!"      

Liang Jiahao finally couldn't hold it in anymore. "Mom, let Qin Yu answer the phone!"      

"For what?" Lin Xiu laughed haughtily, "My family's Qin Yu is busy looking at the photos of her future 

husband. She's busy. Goodbye!"      

Lin Xiu hung up the phone with a "pa" sound.      

She suddenly felt refreshed, and her whole body became happy.      

Seeing her proud face, Qin Yu couldn't help laughing. "Mom, where're the photos? Show me."      

Lin Xiu turned to Qin Yu with a puzzled expression. "What photos?"      

"The photos of my future husband." Qin Yu reminded her with a smile. "Just now, you showed off so 

arrogantly to others. Don't tell me you don't have them?"      

Lin Xiu pursed her lips. "Aiyo, those words just came out of my mouth. I just want to make him 

angry."      

Lin Xiu held Qin Yu's hand and said seriously, "Qin Yu, I was just saying it. Don't take it seriously."      

"So there is no blind date then?" Qin Yu pouted. "I think it's pretty good for me to go. I've never had a 

blind date in my life. Mom, find me a man so I can go on a blind date."      

"Find a man..." Lin Xiu pursed her lips as she searched through the list of 'Handsome men' in her 

head.      

Better to have a better family background, a better person with more promising prospects, and better 

to be more handsome than Liang Jiahao.      

No matter how she thought about it, Lin Xiu couldn't think of one!      

She was a little depressed, "Qin Yu, Jiahao just called for you. Maybe he had something important to tell 

you? Or maybe he wanted to get back together with you? Why don't you call him back?"      

Qin Yu immediately frowned, she was unhappy with Lin Xiu's change in attitude. "I have nothing to do 

with him now, if you meet him in the future, call him President Liang or Liang Jiahao. Stop being so nice 

and call him affectionately. He'll think that I've been waiting for him eagerly and want to be with him 

again. We can't bow down to him."      

Knowing Lin Xiu's difficulties, it would indeed be difficult to find a better man than Liang Jiahao in such a 

short period of time. However, Qin Yu felt that she could really consider dating another man.      

"If you can find the candidate, help me find him. If you can't, I will find him myself. I still have a month 

off, if I don't find something to do, I'll be bored."      

• • • •      



On the other side, Liang Jiahao was disappointed with Lin Xiu. He put his phone down with a serious 

expression on his face.          

Liang Zixuan saw the lonely expression on Liang Jiahao's face and couldn't help but sigh. "Big brother, we 

all know that Qin Yu is like a child, but are you also a child?"      

Han Yuanjun didn't mind the commotion. He put the peeled apple into Liang Zixuan's hand and began to 

criticize Liang Jiahao along with her.      

"Zixuan is right. Qin Yu has a childish temperament, she's always harsh and sharp-tongued, but her heart 

is soft. Can't you just let her vent her anger and then coax her? Look, now that this has happened and 

you two have already decided to split up, even if me and Zixuan saying anything, it's useless. Tell me, is 

your gut green now?"      

Forget about the gut, Liang Jiahao felt that his internal organs had turned green!      

At that time, Qin Yu forcefully insisted on following Mo Shan, acting as if she didn't like him at all. He 

was very angry, and suddenly Qin Yu said, "If you don't like it, then let's break up."      

He rushed to the bathroom to take a cold shower in anger, resisting the urge to grab her and spank 

her.      

On such a cold day, even after taking a cold shower, he still couldn't erase the anger in his heart. As soon 

as his brain heated up, he immediately said, "As you wish!"      

Now that he thought about it, he really regretted it.      

Liang Zixuan took a bite of the apple and chewed it twice. Then, Han Yuanjun continued, "How much Qin 

Yu respected me, and when I told Zou Juan to pick her up and bring her here, she wouldn't come 

back."      

Liang Zixuan was also tired.      

This big brother of hers may look old, but his EQ was truly worrisome.      

"When a woman argues with her partner, most of the things she says are angry words. The angrier she 

gets, the more she wants you to coax her. You didn't coax her well and made her 

sad."     𝑵𝒪𝗏𝖊𝑳𝑢𝗌𝗯.𝕔𝞸𝚖 

Han Yuanjun laughed softly and pulled Liang Zixuan into his arms. Taking advantage of Liang Jiahao's bad 

mood, he forcefully pestered him. "That's right! Look at me, I've never made Zixuan angry. Even if I 

made her angry, I wouldn't be able to fight back and scold her. Woman, you must coax and pamper her 

until she'll be obedient to you."      

The more he said, the more unpleasant his words became. Liang Jiahao wasn't much younger than Han 

Yuanjun, he was even older than Liang Zixuan.      

The couple said nothing to comfort him, but they continued to criticize him.      

Liang Jiahao's mood immediately worsened.      

Chapter 814: Is There Nothing You Can Do  



 

"Are you sure there is no other way?" Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun shook their heads in tacit 

understanding, "No." Liang Jiahao: "..." He felt that this husband and wife were here to mock him. 

Simply put, they were not here to help. Liang Jiahao's face darkened, his sharp eyes looked coldly at 

Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun. "One of you is her uncle, the other is her aunt. Tell me, is there nothing 

you can do?" Liang Zixuan felt a deep threat from Liang Jiahao's words. After all, Liang Jiahao was her 

biological brother. If he really broke up with Qin Yu, not only would he be sad for a long time, but she 

would also be sad for a long time, right? Liang Zixuan gloomily swallowed the apple and said, "Okay. In 

two days, I will personally call Qin Yu and ask her to come to my house. I think she will give me a face?  

The last sentence was spoken in a long, hesitant manner. Han Yuanjun and Liang Jiahao could hear her. 

Liang Zixuan was also not very confident in this matter.  

Liang Jiahao didn't care whether she was confident or not. He took Liang Zixuan's phone from the tea 

table and said coldly, "Call her now."  

"That's not good, you just called her. If I call her now, she would know that you are the one who told me 

to call..."  

Liang Jiahao was unable to listen to Liang Zixuan's blabbering at this time. His eyes darkened, and he 

suddenly exerted strength in the hand that was holding the phone.  

Liang Zixuan was so shocked that she quickly took her phone from Liang Jiahao's hand. "I'll call her, I'll 

call her now!" Liang Jiahao's expression finally calmed down a bit. Liang Zixuan turned to Han Yuanjun 

and signaled him to open his mouth. Han Yuanjun obediently opened his mouth. Liang Zixuan stuffed 

the rest of the apple into his mouth. "Help me bite it. I'll eat the rest after I make the call." Liang Jiahao: 

"..." He was miserable enough. Can they stop torturing him? Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun were walking 

dog food broadcasters! Liang Zixuan cleared her throat and dialed Qin Yu's cell phone number. On the 

other side, while Lin Xiu and Qin Yu were discussing finding a blind date for Qin Yu, Qin Yu's cell phone 

suddenly rang. Qin Yu took it out from her bag and saw the caller ID. Lin Xiu deliberately stretched her 

neck When she saw Liang Zixuan's name, she gave an evil smile. "Hehe...He can't do it himself, he let his 

sister do it for  

Qin Yu looked at her phone, feeling conflicted for a moment. It's not that she didn't want to answer 

Liang Zixuan's call, but... She knew what Liang Zixuan would say. Just now, Liang Zixuan had cooked so 

many dishes, and she just refused her request to meet, and if she didn't answer her calls, she felt that 

she was too unreasonable and had a bad temper.  

Qin Yu thought for a moment, then held the phone to her ear and pretended to say lightly, "Hello, 

auntie." When the call was connected, Liang Zixuan subconsciously looked at Liang Jiahao and smiled, 

"Qin Yu, I told Zou Juan to pick you up, why did you come home? You don't know how much I miss you 

after not seeing you for a month! Don't you want to see how your little nephew is doing?" In order to 

tempt Qin Yu, Liang Zixuan pulled her unborn child's card. Qin Yu felt a little upset at Liang Zixuan's 

kindness and said sadly, "I just miss my parents, so I want to go home and stay with them for a few days. 

Next month, I will go to the United States to shoot a movie. Maybe I won't be able to come back for the 

New Year, so..."  

"I understand," Liang Zixuan said thoughtfully, "since you're so filial, I'm sure brother-in-law and sister-

in-law will be very happy."  

Lin Xiu put her ear close to Qin Yu's phone and listened to Liang Zixuan's every word.  

She curled her lips and looked at Qin Yu disdainfully. She thought to herself, "If Qin Yu hadn't broken up 



with Liang Jiahao, would she come back and stay here?"  

Qin Yu didn't know that her mother had already started to insult her. She smiled and said, "I think 

they're quite happy since they haven't seen me for a while."  

Liang Jiahao couldn't help but give Liang Zixuan a look as he watched her chatting with Qin Yu. Liang 

Zixuan received the hint and said calmly, "Qin Yu, we haven't seen each other for a month. How about 

you come over to my house the day after tomorrow? It just so happens that He Yingmin is also coming 

to visit." Qin Yu wanted to refuse, but He Yingmin had indeed helped her many times, and she had never 

expressed her gratitude in person. Liang Zixuan really knew how to take advantage of her weakness and 

hit her with one punch. "Okay, I'll go." Liang Zixuan glanced at Liang Jiahao and said with a smile, 

"Should I ask my brother to pick you up?" "No need!" Qin Yu immediately rejected Liang Zixuan's offer 

on the spot and said sternly, "I know how to drive. There's no need to bother him." After hanging up, 

Liang Zixuan threw her phone aside and gave Liang Jiahao an encouraging look "This matter isn't over 

yet. Big brother, you still have to work hard. Come on, you can do it!"  

Liang Jiahao: "...." Regardless of whether Qin Yu agreed to meet him or not, it would be an opportunity 

for Liang Jiahao. As for Qin Yu, as she agreed to go on a blind date, Lin Xiu immediately began to make 

arrangements. "Qin Yu, I found a good match for you. Go to the Zen Garden tonight at 6 pm. You'll meet 

him there."  

Qin Yu responded with an indifferent, "Alright." Seeing her lack of interest, Lin Xiu poked Qin Yu with her 

finger. "Just alright? You don't want to ask me what the other party's name is, how tall he is, and what 

he looks like?"  

"What is there to ask?" Qin Yu lay down on the sofa and said, "Won't I know when I see him?  

Lin Xiu: ..."  

What Qin Yu said made sense, but at the same time.... Why did it not seem right?  

 𝓃𝑂𝗏𝗲𝒍𝐮𝗌𝓫.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

Chapter 815  Why Is It You 

Qin Yu waved impatiently at Lin Xiu. "Mom, stop thinking too much. I'm going to sleep now, I'm so 

sleepy." 

It was ten in the morning, and Qin Yu was still sleepy? 

However, Lin Xiu could understand her. 

Being a celebrity wasn't easy and it wasn't something that ordinary people could do. 

During the time Qin Yu was busy, she could only sleep a maximum of four hours a day. 

And taking a plane from here to there and from there to another place two or three times a day, it was 

very exhausting. 

In the past, whenever Qin Yu finished her intensive schedule, she would lie in bed all day. If Lin Xiu didn't 

wake her up, Qin Yu would sleep forever. 

Lin Xiu didn't say anything and just let Qin Yu sleep. 

Qin Yu didn't even eat lunch. She slept until 3 in the afternoon before getting up from bed in a daze. If 

she hadn't been hungry, she wouldn't have woken up. 



With disheveled hair, she came down the stairs and walked toward the kitchen like a soulless ghost. 

Lin Xiu was used to seeing her like this. 

"Qin Yu, I saved some food for you. Eat it." 

When Qin Yu heard this, she flew towards Lin Xiu. "I'm so hungry!" 

Lin Xiu watched as Qin Yu ate her lunch. She glanced at the clock on the wall and immediately 

remembered something. She quickly grabbed the plate from Qin Yu's hand. 

"Mom, what are you doing!" Qin Yu cried out dejectedly. 

Lin Xiu put the food in the fridge and pulled Qin Yu up. "Stop eating, go take a quick shower. Then put on 

your makeup and wear a beautiful dress. Don't let him wait for you." 

Lin Xiu pushed Qin Yu upstairs, chattering endlessly. "Don't be late, or he will have a bad first impression 

of you." 

It was only then that Qin Yu remembered that she was going on a blind date tonight. 

As soon as she thought of this, she began to get excited. Wasn't she going to Liang Zixuan's place the day 

after tomorrow? 

Then she would try her best to woo the man today. It was possible that he would help her pose as her 

boyfriend and support her, right? 

Qin Yu dressed as quickly as possible and then carried her bag out the door. 

When she arrived at the Zen Garden, the manager immediately recognized her and approached her with 

a smile. "Miss Qin, your guest has already arrived. I will take you there now." 

Qin Yu nodded and followed the manager to the VIP private room. 

When they got there, the manager politely opened the door for Qin Yu. She thanked him and went 

inside. She was quickly surprised by the man inside. "Why is it you?!" 

The man inside was none other than Kang Yuhan, who was wearing a "But then, when I saw the news 

about you and Shen Xieren, I thought 22:07 

you must have suffered a lot. I told my mother to keep in touch with mask and hat to follow Qin Yu. 

When Kang Yuhan saw Qin Yu, his face broke into a smile. He stood up to welcome Qin Yu in. "After 

what happened last time, and when I heard that you were with Liang Jiahao, I didn't dare to look for 

you." 

He was afraid of being beaten by Liang Jiahao. 

He could not withstand Liang Jiahao's fist! 

"But then, when I saw the news about you and Shen Xieren, I thought you must have suffered a lot. I 

told my mother to keep in touch with your mother, and last night, when your mother mentioned that 

you broke up with Liang Jiahao and wanted to find a date, I thought to myself, why don't I volunteer?" 



Qin Yu looked at Kang Yuhan in surprise. She never expected him to know that she had suffered so 

much. 

At this moment, she felt a little sad. Even an outsider knew that she had been wronged. How could Liang 

Jiahao not know? 

Kang Yuhan pulled out a chair for Qin Yu. "Qin Yu, sit down. It's comfortable for us to talk while sitting 

down." 

Qin Yu sat down without a word. The pain in her heart grew stronger and stronger. 

"Qin Yu, I have ordered your favorite dishes. While I peel the lobster for you, you can eat the rest first." 

After Kang Yuhan finished speaking, he immediately picked up a pair of disposable gloves and put them 

on. Without another word, he brought the entire plate of lobsters in front of him and peeled them for 

Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu looked at him and suddenly let out a cold laugh. "I can peel them myself. I don't need your help." 

Kang Yuhan pouted and said grudgingly, "Didn't Liang Jiahao do this for you?" 

Qin Yu raised her eyebrow. "You even know about this?" 

"I... Of course, I know! I have liked you for a long time..." 

Although Kang Yuhan did not dare to show himself in front of Qin Yu, he was always concerned about 

the relationship between her and Liang Jiahao. 

No matter what the outcome, he had to try! 

Qin Yu took the plate of lobsters from Kang Yuhan and placed it in the middle. After putting on 

disposable gloves, she took the lobster in her hand and began to peel it. 

Kang Yuhan waited for a moment, waiting for Qin Yu's reaction. Seeing none, he said aggrievedly, "Qin 

Yu, I just confessed to you...." 𝗇𝔬𝑽𝗲𝓵𝓊𝗌𝒷.𝗰𝗈𝕞 

"I heard you." Qin Yu's heart did not change in the slightest. She put the peeled meat in her mouth, 

chewed for a while, and then looked up at Kang Yuhan. "Even though Liang Jiahao and I broke up, I 

never thought of looking for a boyfriend. This blind date thing was brought up by my mother, and since I 

have a month off, I would get bored doing nothing. So I agreed to her request and went on this blind 

date to pass the time." 

Kang Yuhan was very disappointed, but he also knew that it was impossible for Qin Yu to go out with 

another man in such a short time after breaking up with Liang Jiahao. 

He suppressed the uneasiness in his heart and pretended to smile indifferently. "I know you have 

suffered a loss and are definitely not looking for a boyfriend now, that's why I volunteered. 

Furthermore, if you are bored, I can accompany you." 

"I suffered a loss?" Qin Yu threw the peeled lobster's shell on the table and looked at Kang Yuhan with a 

smile. "Do you think I am a person who will suffer a loss?" 



Kang Yuhan thought about it seriously. He and Qin Yu had known each other for so long, and Qin Yu had 

never been at a disadvantage since she was young. 

It was already good that she did not want others to suffer. Who would dare to let her suffer a loss? 

"Hehe...True." Kang Yuhan took out a pair of chopsticks and handed Qin Yu a sriracha scallop. "I think 

you are going to like this one. I asked the chef to add a little more garlic." 

Qin Yu glanced at him and put the shell back in its place. "Since I started working as a celebrity, I have 

stopped eating this dish. Garlic has a strong taste and causes bad breath. 

Kang Yuhan nodded in understanding. He took the dry stir-fried squid and put it on Qin Yu's plate. 

"Then, you can try this." 

Qin Yu finally could not take it anymore and put down the lobster in her hand. "Yuhan, you don't have to 

curry favor with me like this. We grew up together. I don't have any other feelings for you and treat you 

like a brother. You can do whatever you want around me, don't worry about me." 

Chapter 816: Childhood Friend 

Kang Yuhan put down his chopsticks. Actually, he didn't like to eat seafood. To cater Qin Yu's needs, all 

the dishes he ordered today were seafood.          

Seeing him not eating, Qin Yu looked at him helplessly and shook her head. "You can order the food you 

like."      

"Oh, okay!" Kang Yuhan was like an obedient puppy. Whatever Qin Yu said, he would do. He quickly 

ordered two dishes he liked to eat through his phone's app.      

While they were waiting for the food, he looked at Qin Yu, who was devouring the food, and felt very 

happy in his heart. "Qin Yu, since you have a month off, how about... I take you out to play?"      

Qin Yu smirked. "Do you think I don't have a place to go?"      

Kang Yuhan: "..."      

Qin Yu suddenly thought of going to Liang Zixuan's place. She took off her disposable gloves and sipped 

her juice. "However, I can take you to Liang Zixuan's place the day after tomorrow. Do you want to come 

with me?"      

"What?" Kang Yuhan was shocked, "L-Liang Zixuan's place?! Isn't she Han Yuanjun's wife?"      

Qin Yu nodded and looked at him mockingly. "Do you want to come?"      

"Can I really come?"      

Kang Yuhan had long heard that Han Yuanjun had bought more than 400 mu of land and built a villa 

there. He'd always wanted to go and see it, but he never had the chance.      

A man like Han Yuanjun, he could only spy from afar. If he wanted to be close, he really had no 

chance.      



Seeing his stupid face, Qin Yu couldn't help but laugh. "Why not? If you come with me, of course they 

have to let you in."      

"Alright, alright! I want to go!" Kang Yuhan was so excited that he almost jumped on the table. The day 

after tomorrow, he will take a walk in Han Yuanjun's Residence. It was enough for him to brag to his 

friends for a year!      

Qin Yu was so happy to see him like this. She waited until Kang Yuhan recovered from his excitement 

before saying seriously, "You can follow me, but you mustn't speak carelessly."      

"Don't speak carelessly, don't speak carelessly, I promise I won't speak carelessly!" Kang Yuhan 

immediately promised.      

Only then did Qin Yu feel relieved. After dinner, Kang Yuhan invited her to go to the movies, but Qin Yu 

declined his offer. She just went straight home.      

• • • •      

Kang Yuhan arrived at the Qin Residence early in the morning. Qin Yu went downstairs and when she 

saw he dressed neatly, she couldn't help but laugh. "Why are you dressed so formally?"      

Kang Yuhan smiled shyly, "This is my first time going to Han Yuanjun's house, so I'm a little nervous."      

Qin Yu patted his shoulder and said, "You don't need to be nervous. We're just going there to 

mingle."      

Kang Yuhan drove his car. Qin Yu initially wanted to drive her own car, but she couldn't resist Kang 

Yuhan's aggrieved and sad look, so she went straight into his car.      

Qin Yu always felt that Kang Yuhan was like a child who would never grow up. Actually, he was only a 

few months younger than her.      

When the car stopped in front of the gate of Han Yuanjun's Residence, Kang Yuhan was already excited. 

"Oh my god! It's really big! Even from the outside, the villa looks so impressive."      

Qin Yu turned to look at him. "Do you want me to drive the car? You can enjoy the view inside later."      

Kan Yuhan would have agreed immediately, but on second thought, wouldn't it be bad to let Qin Yu 

drive?           

That was very ungentlemanly of him.      

"Hehe...No need." Kang Yuhan smiled awkwardly, trying to suppress his curiosity about this villa. He 

showed a manly expression and said seriously, "How can I let a woman drive a car? I'm a man, so I must 

be the one to protect you."     𝑛𝑶𝔳𝓔𝗅𝑢𝗌𝒷.𝓒𝑜𝑀 

Qin Yu just nodded her head.      

However, when the gate opened and as Kang Yuhan drove the car in, he immediately acted like a 

monkey that had entered an endless peach orchard. He kept looking here and there and was so awed by 

the sight.      



Qin Yu couldn't hold back anymore and slapped the back of his head. "Can you concentrate on driving? 

Don't drive into the ditch!"      

"Oh, okay!" Kang Yuhan immediately fixed his gaze and started driving with a serious expression.      

Finally, he parked the car in the parking lot.      

Qin Yu got out of the car and led Kang Yuhan toward the villa.      

"Wow, this place is really big!" The parking lot was still far from the villa. Kang Yuhan looked around and 

was so shocked that his eyeballs almost popped out.      

Qin Yu was too lazy to say anything. She was no longer in the car, so there was no danger to her 

safety.      

"Do you want to play around for a while before going inside?"      

Kan Yuhan immediately turned back to Qin Yu. "No, no need. I-I'll go in with you."      

Qin Yu smiled but didn't say anything.      

The housekeeper was already waiting at the entrance of the villa. When he saw Qin Yu, he immediately 

smiled, but when he saw the man beside her, his smile froze.      

What had happened?      

Why did Qin Yu bring a man with her?      

Qin Yu politely greeted the housekeeper and changed her shoes.      

When Kang Yuhan entered, he quickly put away his monkey-like behavior, as if he'd never seen the 

world before, and changed his shoes seriously.      

Qin Yu waited for Kang Yuhan to finish, before going into the living room.      

When Liang Zixuan saw Qin Yu, she immediately got up from the sofa and greeted her enthusiastically, 

"Qin Y-"      

When she saw Kang Yuhan, her words choked in her throat.      

She looked at Liang Jiahao awkwardly.      

Liang Jiahao was sitting on the sofa and his sharp eyes were staring at Kang Yuhan's face.      

Kang Yuhan was shocked and immediately hid behind Qin Yu. He whispered, "Qin Yu, why didn't you tell 

me that Liang Jiahao is going to be here too!"      

Qin Yu pulled him out behind her. "What, are you afraid of him?"          

"A-afraid... Of course, I'm afraid!" Under Liang Jiahao's sharp gaze, Kang Yuhan shrunk his neck, like a 

turtle.      

Qin Yu laughed and whispered in his ear, "It's not like he's going to eat you, what are you afraid of? 

Don't be afraid, take out your manliness and show it to him. Don't embarrass me!"      



"O-oh." Kang Yuhan scratched his neck. It took him a lot of effort not to look so scared.      

"Auntie, uncle, let me introduce you. This is Kang Yuhan, he's my childhood friend."      

Chapter 817: He Yingmin’s Mischievous I 

Kang Yuhan didn't know what was wrong. Perhaps he was thinking of the time when Liang Jiahao had 

saved Qin Yu and beaten the man, he showed his fear in front of Liang Jiahao, but now that Qin Yu was 

with him, he really didn't believe that Liang Jiahao would dare to fight him in front of her.          

He straightened up and corrected Qin Yu's words. "It's a childhood sweetheart!"      

Qin Yu quickly frowned and turned to face him. "Shut up."      

Kang Yuhan puffed out his chest. "I'm her childhood sweetheart."      

Although Qin Yu wanted Kang Yuhan to scold Liang Jiahao, she didn't want Liang Jiahao to 

misunderstand them. She raised her leg and kicked Kang Yuhan's leg. "Don't listen to him. We're just 

friends."      

Kang Yuhan had a gentle temperament. Under the suppression of Qin Yu's fighting strength, he could 

only change his words sadly, "Yes, yes, we're just friends."      

After he finished speaking, Qin Yu warned him in a low voice, "Didn't I already tell you not to speak 

carelessly today?"      

"Alright, I was wrong." Kang Yuhan pouted in complaint.      

Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun felt awkward seeing the interaction between Qin Yu and Kang Yuhan. 

They didn't know what to say when they saw Liang Jiahao's cold face.      

At that moment, He Yingmin came in from outside. "Liang Zixuan, I'm here!"      

As soon as she finished speaking, she sensed an awkward atmosphere in the villa and quickly went into 

the living room. When she saw Qin Yu and Kang Yuhan standing there, she was very surprised. "Qin Yu, 

this is..."      

Qin Yu explained with a smile, "Kang Yuhan, my childhood friend."      

He Yingmin replied with "Oh" and looked meaningfully at Liang Jiahao. Then she pulled Qin Yu's hand 

and sat down on the sofa opposite Liang Jiahao without hesitation.      

After they sat down, He Yingmin felt that this issue wasn't big and waved at Kang Yuhan. "Handsome 

brother, what are you standing there for? Sit down."      

"Ah..." Kang Yuhan looked at the sofa around him, not knowing where to sit.       

There were three sofas in total. Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun sat on one, Qin Yu and He Yingmin sat on 

another. Liang Jiahao was sitting on another.      

Although the sofas were big enough for three people, Kang Yuhan couldn't possibly squeeze onto the 

sofa where Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun were sitting.      



Sitting together with Qin Yu and He Yingmin didn't seem appropriate, so it was better for him to sit with 

Liang Jiahao.      

But - he didn't dare!      

Liang Jiahao's domineering aura scared the hell out of him.      

"I'm fine." Kang Yuhan smiled embarrassedly. "I-I'm fine standing up."      

After all, he was a guest, so Liang Zixuan couldn't let Kang Yuhan feel awkward. And of course, she could 

tell that he did not dare to sit with Liang Jiahao.      

So she said to the housekeeper, "Didn't we have a single sofa? Can you please take it?"      

The housekeeper immediately nodded his head and ordered the servant to bring out the single sofa. 

Then he placed it next to Liang Jiahao.     𝓃𝑂𝗏𝗲𝒍𝐮𝗌𝓫.𝑐𝑜𝑚 

If Liang Zixuan asked the housekeeper to move the sofa to another place, it would be too deliberate. She 

could only smile at Kang Yuhan, "Can you sit here?"      

"Yes, yes!" How could Kang Yuhan let Liang Zixuan move the sofa just to cater to his needs? He quickly 

walked over and sat on the single sofa.          

The moment he sat down, he felt a strong coldness emanate from the man beside him.      

It was such a cold day. Even with the air conditioner on, Kang Yuhan felt his forehead was covered with a 

layer of cold sweat.      

"Yingmin, thank you for helping me so many times. Every time I was in a difficult situation, you came out 

and helped me, I will never forget that. Whenever you have a problem in the future, tell me," said Qin 

Yu sincerely to He Yingmin.      

He Yingmin was flattered and quickly took Qin Yu's hand. "Aiya, don't be so serious! What kind of 

relationship do I have with Liang Zixuan? It's a steel relationship. Helping you is as easy as lifting a 

finger."       

Qin Yu couldn't help but laugh. She wanted to say that He Yingmin was too polite, but He Yingmin 

suddenly opened her bag and took out a stack of photos. "If you really want to thank me, then help me 

sign all these photos."      

Qin Yu: "..."      

That was a thick stack!      

Qin Yu had signed so many photos that she could estimate with her naked eye that there were at least a 

hundred photos.      

If she signed all of them at once, her hand would probably be paralyzed.      

Qin Yu didn't know whether to laugh or cry. "Do I have to sign them now?"      

He Yingmin didn't feel embarrassed in the least. She reached into her bag and took out a pen, and 

handed it to Qin Yu. "Yes, let's sign them now. Yesterday, when Liang Zixuan told me that you'd also 



come today, I bragged about it in the company. Maybe I accidentally bragged about it too much and my 

colleagues want your autograph right away."      

Qin Yu felt like her scalp was about to explode. That's at least a hundred of them.      

But what can she do?      

To repay He Yingmin, she had to sign them, even if it meant breaking her hand.      

"Then... Alright."      

Qin Yu took the pen and photos from He Yingmin and put them on the tea table. Then she signed them 

one by one.      

While Qin Yu signed the photos, He Yingmin's eyes stared at the two men in front of her. The more she 

looked at them, the more interesting she found them.      

Ever since she'd entered, Liang Jiahao had a tense face and said nothing. For some reason, he scared 

people. She didn't even dare to say anything superfluous to him.      

As for Kang Yuhan, when he first sat next to Liang Jiahao, he was a little scared and a little afraid. But 

now, he seemed to have gotten used to the cold air emanating from Liang Jiahao and stared directly at 

Qin Yu.      

With her woman's intuition, He Yingmin felt that Kang Yuhan really liked Qin Yu.      

Hehe ... How interesting!      

"Brother Liang." He Yingmin suddenly spoke, startling everyone. "Do you know the person next to 

you?      

Chapter 818: He Yingmin’s Mischievous II 

Liang Jiahao replied coldly with "En."          

"You know him?" He Yingmin became more and more interested in their relationship. As an 

entertainment paparazzi, especially one who's always been very sensitive to gossip, she immediately 

became excited. "How do you two know each other? Is it because of Qin Yu?"      

Liang Jiahao's face became even uglier as he pursed his lips and said nothing.      

Since he didn't say anything, Kang Yuhan was even more afraid to speak.      

If he said something wrong, even Qin Yu wouldn't be able to save him after Liang Jiahao beat him up.      

He Yingmin looked at the two men in front of her. One of them had a cold expression on his face, while 

the other was a coward. "Can you tell me?"      

"Kang Yuhan." He Yingmin suddenly looked at Kang Yuhan. "Do you like Qin Yu?"      

"Huh?" Kang Yuhan was stunned and in the next moment, his face turned red. Even though Liang Jiahao 

was sitting right next to him, he couldn't help but smile shyly. "I-I..."      

"Okay, Yingmin, you don't have to ask them. I'll tell you myself."      



"Before, when Liang Jiahao and Xia Jingfei were on a date, I happened to have dinner in the same 

restaurant as them. At that time, Kang Yuhan followed me, even when I went to the bathroom, he 

followed me there. I thought he was a pervert, so I hit him hard, and Liang Jiahao rushed in when he 

heard the sound."      

"Then, I misunderstood Liang Jiahao and thought he was in the cahoot as Kang Yuhan, so I fought with 

him. You can say that our first meeting started with a fight. When I entered the private room ...."      

Qin Yu thought about it seriously and finally remembered, "Oh, that's right. The president of the Mao 

Group, Mao Ping, tried to bully me. And then, the two of them went in together to save me. They're my 

saviors."      

"En, right, right!" Kang Yuhan held back his excitement for a long time. At last, he got a chance to speak. 

"The video of what happened at that time was also posted on the Internet."      

Suddenly remembering something, he secretly glanced at Liang Jiahao and said gloomily, "I don't know 

why there was no part of me in the video, but it seemed to have been deliberately deleted. I'm clearly 

still the one who saved Qin Yu."      

Liang Jiahao's hand suddenly clenched into a fist. Kang Yuhan didn't notice as he continued to rant, "If I 

hadn't told Qin Yu that a bottle of wine was drugged, she probably would have died at the hands of 

those wretched men!"      

"Hehehe..." He Yingmin laughed happily. "So, you were the biggest contributor back then?"      

"Of course!" Kang Yuhan puffed out his chest and said proudly, "If it wasn't for me, could Qin Yu be 

sitting here, signing an autograph right now?"      

Liang Jiahao suddenly stood up. Everyone was shocked and looked at him at the same time.      

Qin Yu looked at the cold light in his eyes and held the pen tighter in her hand.      

She thought Liang Jiahao would do something, but he just looked at Qin Yu and left without saying a 

word.      

Everyone: "..."      

When Liang Jiahao's figure disappeared from the living room, Liang Zixuan smiled sheepishly. "My 

brother is always like that. He's not good at talking. Maybe he's not too interested in our conversation, 

so he decided to leave and do his own thing."      

"It's okay." He Yingmin smiled and said, "I don't mind."      

Qin Yu put down her pen and stood up. Just as she was about to leave the room, Liang Zixuan suddenly 

called out to her. "Qin Yu."      

Qin Yu looked at Liang Zixuan.      

Liang Zixuan leaned against Han Yuanjun's chest, her hand gently caressing her belly, her eyes filled with 

tenderness. "That day, you did not go with Zou Juan, my brother... He was actually very sad. He asked 

me to call you and invite you to come here, but..."          



Liang Zixuan looked at Kang Yuhan meaningfully. Qin Yu understood what she meant by that look.      

"My brother is not good at expressing his feelings, and sometimes he doesn't understand a woman's 

heart. If you follow him, whatever he says after this, don't take it to heart. After all, he's angry, just like 

you were the other day."      

It did not matter what people wanted to be angry about.      

When he was angry, he would talk about anything that could hurt the other party.      

Liang Zixuan and Qin Yu were both women, and they both knew this feeling.      

Qin Yu gave a rare happy smile. "Auntie, I understand. I have followed him to this extent, so nothing he 

says would hurt me. You can be sure."      

Liang Zixuan wanted to give Qin Yu advice again, but suddenly Han Yuanjun shook her hand, and she 

closed her mouth.      

After Qin Yu left, Han Yuanjun casually said, "It's useless for an outsider to say anything about their love. 

Let them experience it for themselves."      

Liang Zixuan nodded and kissed Han Yuanjun's cheek. "Just like us."      

People who did not experience any setbacks were not reliable.      

Those who were emotionally immature would slowly grow up through misunderstandings and hurts, 

and slowly learned how to feel others' feelings.      

Qin Yu went in the direction Liang Jiahao had gone and found a long corridor.      

On both sides of the corridor were guest rooms, a study, and a gym.      

Liang Jiahao was definitely not going to the guest room, so Qin Yu went to the study room first.      

She stood by the door and listened to the activity inside. She found it very quiet, but thinking of Liang 

Jiahao's personality, no matter what he did, he would always be quiet, especially in a quiet place like the 

study room.      

She reached for the door handle and turned it slightly. The door opened, but when she looked inside, 

there was no one. Liang Jiahao was not there.      

Qin Yu thought for a moment and then closed the door.      

The next stop was a gym. Whenever Han Yuanjun had nothing to do, he would stay inside to exercise.      

Back then, when they moved here to accompany Liang Zixuan, Liang Jiahao would go there to exercise. 

When Qin Yu stopped in front of the door, she found that the door was not closed 

tightly.     𝓷𝑂𝑽𝐞𝓁𝓊𝗌𝒷.𝑐𝞸𝗆 

She did not push the door open immediately and entered the room. Instead, she stood at the door and 

peered through the crack.      

Liang Jiahao took off his jacket, leaving him only in a white tee, and punched the sandbag to death.      



*Bang! Bang! Bang!*      

The sound of the impact on the sandbag echoed loudly in the room. Although Qin Yu was standing in 

front of the door, she could feel the force of the impact.      

How angry was Liang Jiahao at this moment?      

Qin Yu smiled. She kicked the door open and with her hands behind her back, she walked in 

casually.          

Chapter 819: I'm Sorry, I Know I Was Wrong 

Liang Jiahao heard the commotion, but he didn't stop his actions. After hitting the sandbag a dozen 

times with both hands, he suddenly took a step back and kicked it hard.          

Qin Yu stood at the side, staring at Liang Jiahao, who was venting his anger on the sandbag. She giggled 

and playfully asked, "Are you angry?"      

Liang Jiahao's kicking suddenly stopped. He glanced at Qin Yu but didn't say anything. His leg, which had 

stopped in midair, kicked the sandbag even harder.      

Qin Yu watched him calmly from the side. After watching him kick the sandbag a few more times, she 

said, "Kang Yuhan and I are only childhood friends. Didn't I already explain everything to you earlier?"      

Liang Jiahao kicked the sandbag one more time before stopping and taking two deep breaths. He acted 

as if Qin Yu did not exist and walked toward the treadmill.      

After fixing the machine, he ran quickly.      

Seeing Liang Jiahao ignoring her, Qin Yu secretly laughed in her heart. It seemed that he was not only 

angry but furious at her.      

She walked over and placed both hands on the handrail. She looked at Liang Jiahao and smiled, "Are you 

ignoring me?"      

Liang Jiahao glanced at her and then turned his gaze to the side.      

Qin Yu pretended to be hurt and sighed. "You have met Kang Yuhan before, what are you so angry 

about?"      

Liang Jiahao suddenly jumped off the treadmill and turned to leave in a rage.      

"Xiao Liang!" Qin Yu suddenly shouted at him, "I'm sorry, okay. I know I was wrong!"      

Liang Jiahao stopped in his tracks. Although his back was turned to her, Qin Yu knew that his anger had 

subsided. She bit her lower lip. "Xiao Liang, I love you. Can we get back together?"      

Hearing this, Liang Jiahao turned around, and when his gaze came into contact with Qin Yu's, his cold 

gaze suddenly became gentle and no longer had the cold and indifferent expression from before.      

He impatiently rushed towards Qin Yu and pulled her into his embrace. Qin Yu smiled softly in his arms 

before she pushed him away.      



Liang Jiahao looked at her in confusion.      

Qin Yu smiled. "How can you get angry? Even though Kang Yuhan likes me, you know very well who I 

love."      

Liang Jiahao bit his lower lip and said nothing. He just looked at Qin Yu.      

Qin Yu shrugged. "You are angry because you are jealous and you care about me, so no matter how I 

explain it to you, you are still angry."      

At this moment, she suddenly felt wronged. "The temper you had just now was exactly the same as I 

had back then, the way you treated me was the same as the way I treated you then. I'm angry and 

ignored you, and you thought I was being petty, but did you ever think about why I did that?"      

"From Xia Jingfei to Shen Xieren, I have suffered many injuries. My heart was sad, my heart hurt, but I 

had no place to let it out. I started causing trouble for no reason, it's all because of the pain in my heart, 

and it was not something that can be coaxed with one sentence from you. The damage has already been 

done."      

Two streams of tears flowed down Qin Yu's face, but she did not raise her hand to wipe them away. 

Instead, she continued, "I don't know what kind of woman will continue to hurt me after I forgive you. I 

have no confidence in our feelings and our future because I am afraid of getting hurt again, and you said 

I am a coward, and you said I am stupid, but I am just afraid!"      

"And at this time, not only did you not give me the confidence and reassurance, but you forced me by 

force. Did you think that after you explained the situation and resolved it, you would be able to make 

unreasonable demands on me and I would be able to forget my grief and sadness and be with you as if 

nothing had happened?"      

Liang Jiahao looked at the crying Qin Yu and felt his heart ache.      

He took a step forward, wanting to hug her, to comfort her, but she pressed her hand on his chest. "Tell 

me, did your heart hurt when you saw me with Kang Yuhan?"      

Liang Jiahao took a deep breath and nodded. "It hurts, it really hurts."          

"See!" Qin Yu couldn't help but raise her voice. "I was really hurt back then, more hurt than you. It's only 

been what? An hour since you saw Kang Yuhan, yet you felt the pain and didn't want to care about me 

anymore. I was in pain for a month! This was how I felt every day, every hour, every minute, every 

second. Xiao Liang, do you know what kind of pain that was?"      

"It was like something was crushing your heart. The more you fought, the more it 

hurt."     𝗇𝑂𝑽𝓮𝓵𝔲𝗌𝚋.𝑪𝑂𝗆 

"Qin Yu..." Liang Jiahao grabbed Qin Yu's hand and held it tightly in his palm.      

Qin Yu took a deep breath to calm her emotions. Then, she slowly said, "It didn't matter if you caused 

the wound unintentionally, it still hurt. Can't you just apologize and make me feel better?"      

"That day, when you came to me, I was waiting. Waiting for you to give me the reassurance to be with 

you, and if you had told me that you loved me, I would have ignored everything else. Even if my body 



were full of injuries, I would keep walking with you, but you didn't. You blamed me, you thought I was 

unreasonable."      

At this moment, Liang Jiahao's heart felt sick. It was worse than when he saw Kang Yuhan.      

How could he be so stupid?      

He didn't know that Qin Yu's tender heart wasn't waiting for an explanation, but a reassurance for her to 

continue this relationship.      

Qin Yu lowered her head, looked at the big hand that was holding her small hand, and her voice became 

softer. "Just now, when you were so angry, I apologized to you. I said that I love you, no matter whether 

it's Kang Yuhan or anyone else, my heart still chooses you. I gave you the reassurance not to be worried, 

not to be angry, don't you feel much better now?"      

"Qin Yu, I was wrong!" Liang Jiahao hugged Qin Yu tightly with red eyes. "I'm sorry. I'm really sorry."      

Qin Yu lay in Liang Jiahao's arms and couldn't hold back her tears anymore. "I waited for you for a long 

time. I just wanted you to reassure me and comfort me, but you didn't! You blamed me."      

Many felt that since they were in love, the word "reassurance" was no longer important.      

Many felt that a simple "sorry" could make up for everything.      

But the truth was, it wasn't like that!      

No one should be wronged for others, no one should be hurt for others.      

Those grievances and injuries were not something that could just disappear.      

What the injured party needed was reassurance.      

Especially those who had just fallen in love.      

Women, their hearts were fragile. They would be afraid, they would feel doubtful about the future, they 

would have no confidence and would feel that if they face any more danger, they will not be able to 

survive.      

Liang Jiahao wiped the tears from Qin Yu's face with his thumb and then said softly, "Qin Yu, I'm sorry 

for hurting you. I assure you that this will not happen again. You know how I feel about you, and you 

also know that I am not a man who likes to use sweet words to coax women."      

Qin Yu nodded. "I know. I was too angry at the time, so I said it a little too harshly. I'm sorry too."      

Liang Jiahao sighed, raising his hand to stroke Qin Yu's hair. "Silly girl, you don't need to apologize to me. 

I did not feel your grievances and your pain, I just acted according to my own mind and ignored the 

words you said. What you really wanted all along was my promise to you."      

From the incident with Xia Jingfei to Shen Xieren, it was only a short period of time. Before Qin Yu could 

prepare, she had been injured with another.      

Liang Jiahao had overlooked this matter, as well as Qin Yu's worries and fears.      



It was the same as when Qin Yu saw Hou Yingyi and Wei Xiaoqing greeting and welcoming the guests 

with a smile on their faces in the face of the benefit.          

Qin Yu always had fear in her heart.      

She was afraid that the feelings between them would also become like this.      

No sooner had one thing settled, she was struck by another thing. Therefore, she no longer felt safe 

from love.      

"Qin Yu." Liang Jiahao pursed his lips, then suddenly smiled. "Will you marry me? Let's get the certificate 

now."      

Chapter 820: Getting Certificate 

"Right now?" Qin Yu raised her head and looked at Liang Jiahao in disbelief.          

They had just cleared up the misunderstanding, and Liang Jiahao asked her to get the certificate?      

Liang Jiahao tapped Qin Yu's forehead with his index finger. "Of course now. The only sense of security I 

can give to you is to allow you to become Mrs. Liang. No matter what happens in the future, I will bear 

your burden. I will not let you get hurt again. I will not let you feel wrong."      

Qin Yu's heart was touched by Liang Jiahao's words, but she was also very worried.      

"I - I ... are you sure?"      

"Very sure!" Liang Jiahao chuckled. He slowly grasped Qin Yu's small hand and held it tightly in his palm. 

"From the first time I met you, I was very sure and was ready for this."      

Qin Yu was like a frog. If Liang Jiahao poked her with one poke, she would jump. But if he didn't poke 

her, she could just stand there dumbly and not move at all.      

From confirmation of their relationship until now, which time was it not due to Liang Jiahao's 

persuasion?      

And this time, Liang Jiahao was very determined.      

"Let's go now."      

"Wait! Wait!" Qin Yu's whole body resisted. She squatted down and pulled Liang Jiahao back. "I - I really 

haven't thought about it yet. You haven't even given me time to think!"      

"There's nothing to think about." Seeing her like this, Liang Jiahao stepped back and picked Qin Yu up in 

his arms. "Let's get married."      

"No, no!" Qin Yu was so scared that she hugged Liang Jiahao's neck. "I'm going to shoot a movie next 

month, I'm sure my uncle won't agree with me getting married at such a critical time."      

Liang Jiahao wasted no time and strode out of the gym with Qin Yu in his arms. "Let's get married first, 

we can think about the rest later."      

Liang Jiahao didn't believe Han Yuanjun would force them to get divorced after they got married.      



If Han Yuanjun really dared, then Liang Jiahao wouldn't recognize him as his brother-in-law!      

Qin Yu was getting more and more anxious. "B-b-but we haven't gotten my parents' approval yet..."      

Liang Jiahao: "Get married first, then we'll take care of everything later."      

Qin Yu: "...."      

What should she do?      

This was simply killing her!      

Qin Yu wanted to say something, but Liang Jiahao had already led her into the living room. As much as 

she resisted, she didn't dare tell Han Yuanjun that Liang Jiahao wanted to take her to get the 

certificate.      

When they came out like this, the people in the living room were immediately stunned.      

Liang Zixuan: "Big brother, what's wrong with Qin Yu?"      

Han Yuanjun: "Qin Yu, are you hurt?"      

Kang Yuhan: "Hey, hey, Liang Jiahao. You better let her go. Let me carry her and be the hero!"          

These words stirred in Kang Yuhan's heart, but he didn't dare to say them out loud!      

He Yingmin was the calmest among them. She smiled at the way Liang Jiahao hugged Qin Yu. "Hehe, not 

bad."      

Liang Jiahao stood there. "Qin Yu and I have something to do, so we'll take our leave first."      

Saying this, he strode towards the door with Qin Yu in his arms.      

Liang Zixuan tugged at Han Yuanjun's sleeve. "Why do I think my brother is so anxious?"      

Han Yuanjun nodded. "I feel the same way too."      

Liang Jiahao carried Qin Yu all the way to the parking lot. Then he opened the car door and put her 

inside. "Sit here obediently and don't move."      

"No!" Qin Yu still found it was inappropriate for them to get the certificate just like that. "If we got 

married first, wouldn't we be beaten to death when we came back?"      

Liang Jiahao pursed his lower lip. "With me here, who dares!"      

Then he slammed the car door shut.      

Qin Yu's eyes suddenly widened.      

Oh God!      

After Liang Jiahao got into the car, Qin Yu suddenly thought of something and said frantically, "But, but 

the household document is at my parents' house. If I go home and tell my mother that I'm going to 

marry you, she'll surely beat me to death!"      



After Qin Yu told Lin Xiu about her breakup with Liang Jiahao, Lin Xiu really couldn't bear to hear Liang 

Jiahao's name anymore.      

Even during the dinner, when Qin Shaoqiang and Qin Shanyuan noticed that Qin Yu suddenly moved 

back here and asked a few concerned questions, Lin Xiu directly slammed her chopsticks hard on the 

table and said, "If any of you dare to mention Liang Jiahao's name in front of me, get out of this 

house!"       

So... Qin Yu was really scared.      

Liang Jiahao had already driven the car out. Hearing Qin Yu's concern, he calmly said, "I'll accompany 

you."      

"No! I'd rather not. I'll figure out the way myself." Qin Yu lowered her head and unconsciously played 

with her fingers. "I'll definitely think of a way."      

Liang Jiahao was racing his car all the way. Within 40 minutes, the car arrived at the military compound. 

Liang Jiahao eagerly jumped out of the car to get his household document.      

Within minutes, he returned to the car with the document before driving to the Qin Residence.      

The closer they got to the Qin Residence, the more nervous Qin Yu became. She really didn't know how 

to say this to Lin Xiu.      

This matter... It was too difficult.      

The car finally stopped in front of the Qin Residence. On such a cold day, Qin Yu's palms were covered 

with a layer of sweat.     𝚗𝑂𝑽𝓮𝑙𝓊𝓢𝒃.𝗰𝗈𝗆 

Liang Jiahao saw that she still hadn't gotten out of the car and turned to her. "How about I go with 

you?"      

"No, no!" Qin Yu casually wiped the sweat from her palms and looked at the entrance of the Qin 

Residence. "I'll be fine."          

Liang Jiahao chuckled. "Really?"      

"En." Qin Yu nodded her head vigorously. "I'll definitely be able to do it."      

She took a deep breath. After making a decision, she opened the car door and walked out.      

Looking at her back, Liang Jiahao couldn't help but laugh. Why did he feel that this little girl had a strong 

feeling that she was going to die?      

Qin Yu opened the door and entered the house with her chest puffed out. She planned to have a big 

fight with Lin Xiu, but when she looked around, she found that Lin Xiu wasn't at home.      

Heaven really helped her!      

Qin Yu quickly ran upstairs and entered Lin Xiu and Qin Shaoqiang's bedroom.      

 


